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Abstract — This paper presents an optimized math model for 

a sensor placement problem for an indoor positioning system 

under constraints of the cost limitation and the complete 

coverage of a floor plan. A scenario based grid placement is used 

and the sensor placement problem is formulated as an 

optimization problem for minimizing the maximum distance 

error in a sensor field associated with the probability of a 

target frequently pass for a grid’s cell during its positioning 

calculation. The proposed algorithm is based on the simulated 

approach. The experimental results reveal that indoor 

positioning systems increase accuracy and performance when 

they take in consideration the most demanded route when 

placing the positioning sensors. Utilization of Ultra-Wide Band 

– UWB in indoor navigation systems improves the 

acquisition and positioning algorithm even in environments 

with a high number of walls and obstacles.  

Index Terms—Sensor Placement, Indoor Positioning, UWB. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, positioning and location sensing systems have 

become very popular, especially those systems dedicated to 

detect the location of objects or even people in indoor 

environments like hospitals, airports, train stations, etc. For 

example, with appropriate positioning system and accuracy is 

possible to detect the location of a medical equipment or a 

health care professional in a hospital; the position of 

maintenance tools in a construction site or plant; or even a 

simple system to count the number of peoples visiting a 

museum or using a train station service.  

 To accomplish all those real-world positioning 

applications, accuracy is something very important. The 

accuracy of an indoor positioning system will define how good 

the system is in detect and distinct an object’s position from 

others in the same area, for instance. As another example, take 

a group of robots in a same room. If the positioning system 

does not have sufficient accuracy to detect the positioning of 

each robot, separately; it will be very hard to associate a robot 

and its specific position during certain time.   

To improve more accurate indoor sensing systems, a series 

of recent advances in technologies and algorithms based on 

Radio Frequency (RF) have been proposed. In general, those 

technologies take in consideration low cost utilization of 

wireless devices in industrial and commercial buildings, 

factories, universities, and association with optimized 

algorithm to find a better sensor position into those structures. 

Between various methods used for indoor positioning 

using RF, a common method is to use the Received Signal 

Strength Indicator (RSSI) of the transmitters found in the 

structured sensor environment. 

A relationship between the RSSI and the distance between 

be transmitter and receiver will provide an estimate about the 

current position and relative pose of the mobile platform. The 

main issue with these solutions are associated with 

implementation, maintenance costs, system configuration, and 

power source as described by [1], [2], and [3] including 

available commercial solutions provided by [4], [5] and [6].  

Figure 1 shows an example an indoor navigation and 

positioning system based on RF active beacons spread around 

a building floor. The blue dots in the wall represent the beacons 

(active RF transmitters) and the red dot in the center of the 

figure represents the receiver. A geometric algorithm based on 

trilateration is performed to estimate the position of an 

unknown point based on three other known points. Different 

techniques are used to calculate accurately the distance 

between the points, like Time Of Arrival (TOA), Time 

Difference Of Arrival (TDOA), Round Trip Time Of Flight 

(RTOF) or RSSI [7] [8]. 

Figure 1. Indoor Navigation Positioning System. Source [7].  

Another import point that also depends of the positioning 

system’s accuracy is the tracing of a global and local path 

planning to be used by a robot or mobile platform to reach its 

destination point. Path planning represents an algorithm for 

autonomous systems that lets robots find the shortest or 

optimal path between two points. According with [9], a Global 

path planning consists of a path planning algorithm applied 

over the entire target environment (a map, a floor, a room, 

corridor, building, etc.) that, in general, demands more 

computational resources to calculate different alternatives and 

routes to be used by the mobile platform and managed by a 

central control system. A local path planning is the embedded 

algorithm used frequently and dynamically by a robot to avoid 

immediate obstacles that were not considered by the global 

path planning, but they are present in the same path way 

designed by the global path planning. 

A key element to improve accuracy of positioning systems 

is how to cost-effectively place sensors to collect meaningful 

response data, so that the data well characterize fundamental 

navigational properties. 

The general idea is develop an algorithm to minimize the 

number of sensors to cover the mapped area and, at the same 

time, maximize the distance covered by the signal transmitted 

for each sensor.  
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Even recently, in most situations, the sensor placements are 

based purely on empirical judgment and experience of a 

technician or engineer [10]. In this regard, numerical sensor 

placement optimization has become a potential alternative and 

has been a research topic over last decades in the structural 

control, health-monitoring, and performance-modeling fields. 

A variety of algorithms have been developed to facilitate 

sensor placement optimization. In [11], for instance, Handam 

and Nayfeh proposed a modal controllability and observability 

as metrics to instruct sensor placement determination. Worden 

and Burrows in [12] investigated fault detection and 

classification using neural networks. A Bayesian approach 

within a damage detection theory framework was proposed by 

Flynn and Todd in [13]. A few years ago, Yi et al. [14] applied 

a distributed algorithm for the optimal design of system sensor 

arrays. Zhang and Xu, in [15] used a Kalman filter framework 

with unknown excitation to conduct placement of different 

types of sensors. In [16], Papadopoulou et al. identified sensor 

configuration using sequential sensor placement algorithms.  

Among these well-developed methods, the effective 

independence method first presented by Kammer, in [17], has 

been extensively applied in various sensor placement 

applications because of its simple concept and validated 

performance. In this method, a number of candidate sensor 

positions are eliminated or added in terms of their rankings 

evaluated by the determinant of a Fisher Information Matrix 

(FIM) [18]. On the other hand, because sensor measurement is 

unavoidably affected by ambient noise, the methods that take 

uncertainties into account become practically applicable. One 

potential method in this category, so-called information 

entropy, is widely adopted to address measurement uncertainty 

by finding the best match of structural testing that can 

minimize the negative consequence of uncertainty [19] [20] 

[21]. 

The process of sensor placement search and determination 

can be mathematically formulated as an optimization problem 

in which discrete variables represent the available sensor 

position in the structured system. The objective function, to be 

minimized or maximized, is defined to measure the 

performance of sensor configuration [22]. 

An exhaustive search for the optimal sensor configuration 

is computationally prohibitive, especially for large-scale 

structures with a huge number of rooms or levels. A different 

number of optimization schemes have been proposed to 

address the computational issue, such as simulated annealing 

in [23] and [24]. Genetic algorithms (GAs) was also introduced 

as a feasible approach by [25] and [26] where the authors 

improved the utilization of genetic algorithms to cope with the 

sensor location optimization problem by approximately 

solving the discrete optimization problem by exploring 

infinitesimal fractions over the entire sensor configuration 

space, allowing GAs to solve a wide range of problems with a 

global search function to reach optimal or near optimal 

solutions for engineering applications [27]. A drawback for the 

GA approach is the number of configurations and a final tuning 

process that still depend of a well experienced technician or 

engineer for the judgment for the final decision of sensor 

placement. 

Currently, sensor placement analysis still requires repeated 

implementation to ensure result fidelity once the target indoor 

structure or the placement optimization metric changes. This 

research is conducted to address this issue by developing an 

optimized and dynamic sensor placement algorithm that take 

in consideration the most used route of a monitored specific 

agent or object (it could be a robot or a person for example). 

The agent or object will provide statistical data that allow 

to calculate the most useful or common route in the indoor 

environment. 

That statistical data or routes will be used as an input data 

for the sensor placement optimization algorithm, which will be 

taking in consideration the agent’s path to minimize the 

sensors distance and maximize the signal transmission 

utilization.  

The following sessions will present the methodology, 

mathematical modeling, and results obtaining by using this 

proposed sensor placement optimization approach. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

One of the first steps is how to represent properly a set of 

wireless network sensors. It can be done by two main different 

ways: with random placement or with grid-based placement. 

For unknown environments, random placement is the only 

choice and, sometimes, the alternative is to deploy sensors on 

a sensor field to guarantee a minimal and particular quality of 

service. The field is generally divided into grids and sensors 

are carefully deployed at the grid points like the one presented 

by Figure 2. A specific floor plan has its coordinates (x, y 

positions) related to a cell into the grid. This approach is called 

grid-based placement [28]. This paper focuses mainly on the 

utilization of this method. 

Figure 2. Example of floor plan divided into a grid. Source [28]. 

 

In [28] and [29] present a resource-bounded optimization 

framework for sensor resource management under the 

constraints of sufficient grid coverage of the sensor field while 

reference [30] details a sensor placement problem in terms of 

cost minimization under coverage constraints. 

The sensor field is represented as a grid (two- or three-

dimensional) of points. A target in the sensor field is therefore 

a logical object, which is represented by a set of sensors that 

see it. An irregular sensor field is modeled as a collection of 

grids. The optimization framework is however inherently 

probabilistic due to the uncertainty associated with sensor 

detections. The proposed algorithms for sensor placement 

address issues such as coverage optimization under constraints 

of imprecise detections and area properties. 

In the proposed model, it is assumed that the probability of 

detection of a target by a sensor varies exponentially with the 

distance 𝑑 between the target and the sensor. This model is 

illustrated in Figure 3. A target at distance d from a sensor is 
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detected by that sensor with probability 𝑒𝛽𝑑. Where the 

parameter 𝛽 is used to model the quality of the sensor and the 

rate at which its detection probability diminishes according 

with the distance 𝑑. The detection probability is 1 if the target 

and the sensor are the same location in the grid. In a selected 

floor plan, divided into a respective grid, for every two grid 

points m and n in the sensor field, two probability values are 

associated: (1) 𝑃𝑚𝑛⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗, which indicates the probability that a 

target at cell grid n is detected by a sensor at cell grid point m; 

(2) 𝑃𝑛𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗, which denotes the probability that a target at cell grid 

m is detected by a sensor at cell grid n. Those values are equal 

when they are in direct line of sight and there are no obstacles 

between them, i.e. 𝑃𝑚𝑛⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ = 𝑃𝑛𝑚⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗. However, in general, those 

probabilities are not the same in the presence of obstacles. 

 

 

Figure 3. Sensors and probability detection model.  

In an indoor environment, it is possible to establish a 

comparison about its mobility patterns with highway traffic 

with open or closed routes, conjunctions, and routes with more 

or less intensive traveled flow [31]. Considering that there are 

restrictions and limitations on the full coverage of sensors in a 

specific area, a natural solution would be to place the sensors 

to cover the most traveled area. By placing the sensors in those 

most traveled areas also take in consideration the relevance to 

calculate the positioning accuracy in those areas than the 

others in the rest of indoor space [32]. Following that natural 

solution, this research addresses an optimizing sensor 

placement algorithm with respect to how frequently a vehicle, 

robot or mobile agent crosses a specific region in an indoor 

environment. 

An indoor environment, at the begging, does not provide 

any information about its mobility pattern and attempts to 

collect or generate such data becomes unfeasible [33]. 

Because of that, the proposed algorithm takes in 

consideration initial knowledge of the structural environment 

associated to the indoor space; the algorithm considers the 

floor plan and all contextual information associated to the 

positions of static objects (walls, doors, stairs, etc.) and 

dynamic objects (like furniture, etc.) inserted in the indoor 

environment. 

Figure 4 considers the floor plan of a simplified hospital’s 

room and assuming that a mobile agent like a doctor or a health 

care assistant, for example has a daily set of tasks that consists 

of a number of short path segments between random number 

of objects described in the floor plan (for example: table → 

couch → door → large table). Areas and objects related to 

those frequent tasks are then identified and augmented to 

describe the structural environment and their relevance during 

the task execution and path planning. 

 

Walls

Couches

Tables

Large Table

Doors

Indoor Plants

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Large Table

Chair
 

Figure 4. Floor Plan Model.  

Figure 4 shows the result of the procedure and contains 

different number and types of objects: 1) walls; 2) doors and 

doorways; 3) Obstacle with constant position like walls and 

large tables; 4) obstacles with dynamic positions like chairs or 

couches; and 5) points of interest related to the set of tasks 

frequently executed. A detailed view of the floor plan and the 

description of some types and objects is presented in Figure 5.  

Area of 
Interest

Area of 
Interest

Door 
Way

Door 
Way

Door 
Way

Door 
Way

Door 
Way

Static
ObstacleDynamic

Obstacle

Figure 5. Detailed Floor Plan Model.  
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In general, to improve results, certain sensors require a 

target to stay in their line of sight. Obstacles can cause 

occlusion and make such sensors unfeasible for detection. The 

sensor model considers a set of sensors less vulnerable to those 

limitations and it can even detect some targets by passing 

signals through some specific materials, like Ultra-WideBand 

(UWB) sensors for example. 

The placement algorithm requires a previous knowledge of 

the floor plan prior to sensor placement. Existent obstacles are 

then modeled by updating their detection probabilities for 

specific cell grids. For instance, if an object such as a wall is 

present in the line of sight from cell grid m to cell grid n, then 

the probability is set to zero: 𝑃𝑚𝑛⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ = 0 (see Figure 6). Partial 

occlusion can also be modeled by setting the detection 

probability to a small value different of zero. In all that 

scenario is assumed that the obstacles are considered static 

obstacles, since it is not considered sensor placement or grid 

coverage as a function of time yet; but this could be a future 

improvement buy merging different sensors and patterns 

recognition algorithms for example. 

 

Figure 6. Obstacles (ex.: walls) in Floor Plan Model.  

According with [34], dynamic objects in the floor plan is 

very interesting to provide the idea of context where tasks will 

be performed. To prepare the placement algorithm, it is 

assumed that those dynamic objects remain in certain cell 

grids, but may occasionally be moved to arbitrary locations. 

To model that dynamic behavior, it is assumed an area in the 

floor plan to limit their displacement, and then estimate all 

possible locations within that area that satisfy the size and 

dimensions of those dynamic objects. Figure 7 shows the 

limited area where the dynamic objects can be placed (Figure 

7a), and estimated cell grids occupied for those objects 

according with their dimensions into the limited area (Figure 

7b and Figure 7c, respectively.). Green areas in the picture 

identify estimated positions to place the dynamic objects 

(couches in that case). 

 

Figure 7a. Dynamic objects limited area. 

 

Figure 7b. Estimated position of 

dynamic objects in the 

limited area 

 

Figure 7c. Another estimated 

position of dynamic objects. 

After defined the main objects in floor plan (static 

obstacles, dynamic obstacles, areas of interest, etc.), the new 

expanded floor plan will be transformed in a uniform matrix of 

cell grids (with configurable grid step size) separating 

corresponding data structures to each previously specified 

object. Figure 8 shows the new representation of the floor plan 

with respective cell grids. 

 
Figure 8. Floor plan formatted as a matrix of cell grids. 

 

To model real life paths that take in consideration the most 

frequent ways used to reach areas of interest in the floor plan, 

once the floor plan is transformed into a square grid, each area 

of interest becomes a cell grid. The method to build a path 

between a start point and a goal point into the floor plan is 

called path finding algorithm. There are different types of path 

finding algorithms, including the classical implementation of 

A* [35] and improved and fast approach like the one described 

by [36]. 

All cell grid in the floor plan, except static and dynamic 

obstacles, are navigable; in other words, a mobile agent can 

freely cross those cells and a path finding algorithm can be 

developed to use those cells. Figure 9 shows an example of an 

automatically generated path between a mobile agent and its 

area of interest in the floor plan. On the top of Figure 8 is 

presented a small robot (mobile agent) that follow a path (line) 

crossing the floor plan until reach its first goal (circle with 

number one inside).   . 
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Figure 9. Example of Path Planning.  

Considering that an adopted path planning algorithm 

always produces the shortest path between two points, in the 

proposed algorithm is added some criteria to the path planning 

to consider the probability to have dynamic obstacles during 

the path between the mobile agent and its goal, and also the 

most frequent paths and probabilities when trying to 

accomplish similar tasks. 

To obtain a general overview of mobility patterns in the 

floor plan, the algorithm is simulated multiple times to 

generate a degree of importance over a specific path. 

The importance over a specific path is represented by an 

increased probability in a specific cell grid. The path planning 

algorithm then will be using that data as a weight to choose the 

most appropriated path next time it runs.  

A heat map can be used to represent the resulting mobility 

map that considers the frequency or number of times that the 

mobile agent uses a specific path or cell grid. Figure 10 shows 

an example of a heat map generated by the previous path plan 

when different simulated scenarios are attempted to reach the 

same goal. The hot areas (darkest blue ones) can point to a 

place that could be monitored by a sensor or, in some cases, a 

bottleneck due the floor plan layout that can be improved in 

the future.  

  
Figure 10. Heat map of path patterns. 

 

In that case, the mobility model in the floor plan can be 

defined in the following way: Let N the maximum number of 

navigable cell grids, and 𝑃𝑖  the probability (heat score or 

visiting frequency) of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ cell grid. The mobility model is 

represented by the set of values {𝑃1 𝑃2 … 𝑃𝑁}. 
Associating the mobility model and the sensor coverage 

model, both can be used to formulate the optimization problem 

for the sensor placement based on route. 

 

The optimization problem is, therefore, defined as the 

following min-max model: 

 

Let: 

 

A = {1, 2, 3…, m) the index set of the sensors candidate 

locations; 

 

B = {1, 2, 3 …, n} the index set of the locations in the sensor 

field, m ≤ n. 

 

𝑟𝑘 = the detection radius of the sensor located at k, k ∈ A. 

 

𝑑𝑖𝑗= Euclidean distance between location i and j, where i, j 

∈ B. 

 

𝑐𝑘  = The cost of the sensor allocated at location k, k ∈ A. 

 

G = Total cost limitation. 

 

C is an arbitrarily large number. 

 

𝑦𝑘 {
1 if a sensor is allocated at location 𝑘 (𝑘 ∈  𝐴)

0 otherwise
 

 

𝑣𝑖 = (𝑣𝑖1, 𝑣𝑖2, … , 𝑣𝑖𝑘) = The power vector of location i, 

where 𝑣𝑖𝑘 is 1 if the target at location i can be detected 

by the sensor at location k and 0 otherwise, where i ∈ B, 

k ∈ A. 

 

Objective Function: 

 

𝐽 = min
𝑣

max
(𝑖,𝑗)

𝑑𝑖𝑗

1+𝐶 ∑ (𝑣𝑖𝑘−𝑣𝑗𝑘)
2𝑚

𝑘=1

 
(1) 

 

Subject to: 

𝑣𝑖𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑘 ≤ 𝑦𝑘𝑟𝑘   , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑖 ≠
𝑘 

(2) 

  

𝑑𝑖𝑘

𝑟𝑘
> 𝑦𝑘 − 𝑣𝑖𝑘  , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑖 ≠

𝑘 

(3) 

  

𝑣𝑖𝑘 = 𝑦𝑘             , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐵, 𝑖 ≠
𝑘 

(4) 
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∑ 𝑐𝑘𝑦𝑘

𝑚

𝑘=1

≤ 𝐺 
(5) 

  

∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑘
𝑚
𝑘=1 ≥ 1                       , ∀𝑖 ∈

𝐵 
(6) 

   

𝑣𝑖𝑘 , 𝑦𝑘 = 0 𝑜𝑟 1       , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐴, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐵 (7) 
 

 

 

Constraints (2), (3), and (4) require the relationship 

between sensor detection radius 𝑟𝑘 and detection distance 𝑑𝑖𝑘 . 

If a target appears at grid point i and the grid is inside the 

coverage of sensor k, the sensor can detect the target if sensor 

k is available. Constraint (5) requires that the total deployment 

cost of sensors be limited by cost G. Constraint (6) is the 

complete coverage limitation. Constraint (7) is an integer 

constraint. 

 

III. RESULTS 

Intensive simulation experiments were prepared to evaluate 

the accuracy of the proposed optimized algorithm for sensor 

placement based on most frequent routes. Simulations allowed 

the generation of realistic traces that represent the most frequent 

routes of a mobile agent into a floor plan. For example, Figure 

11 shows seven possible placements with a maximum of 4 

sensors.   

 

 
Figure 11. Example of placement area for 4 sensors. 

 

In the following scenarios, there are a comparison between 

three diferent placement strategies: Placements generated by 

optimized algorithm; placements built manually; and random 

placements. 

The location accuracy of optimized placements depends on 

the maximum number of coverage areas and the number of 

sensors into the floor plan. By observing the Figure 12, when 

the number of sensors are between 5 and 8, the optimized 

algorithm performs similarly as the manual method, but much 

better when in comparison to a random method. When its 

considered 9 to 20 sensors, the optimized algorithm performs 

better than manual and random methods by minimizing the 

location errors. After the number of 20 sensors, the optimized 

algorithm starts to saturate, covering to much areas with high 

probability and much less other areas. 

 

The manual placement, in general, is represented by an 

expert agent that tries to maximize the covered area of the floor 

plan, but not taking in consideration existent dynamic obstacle 

into the floor plan. The sensors distribution in the environment 

is tipically uniform and based on previous experience, trying to 

cover the maximum area as possible. Figure 13 highliths the 

comparison between optimized and manual methods, pointing 

that after simulate 20 sensors, the manual method starts to show 

less positioning errors. 

 
Figure 12. Positioning errors of optimized, manual, and random placement 

based on most frequent route. 

 

 
Figure 13. Detailed comparison between optimized and manual placement 

method. 
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The difference in average positioning errors for all 

considered methods is presented in Figure 14. 

 

 
Figure 14. Difference in average positioning errors. 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

Positioning accuracy depends on the sensor placement, 

which is commonly manually built for each new deployment 

and whose quality foar localization purposes depends on the 

designer’s experience. The research presented in this paper 

evaluates the problem of optimizing sensor placement for 

positioning systems in indoor environment. Specially, an 

optimization problem is formulated considering constraint in 

the number of sensors to achieve the objective of maximum 

coverage area. The optimized sensor placement algorithm 

taking in consideration the most frequent routes used by a 

mobile agent in indoor environment significantly 

outperformed all random placement algorithms and also 

performed better than the manual methods in most of 

scenarios. The proposed algorithm and methodology can 

automatically eliminate the time consuming task of manually 

search and choose the best sensor placement strategy for 

indoor positioning systems. 

Improvements in fault tolerance can be made and also 

evaluation on real-world scenarios too, making comparisons 

between positioning accuracy of estimated sensor placement 

against the accuracy achieved in the real world 

implementation. 

Considering fusion with other types of sensors (vision, for 

instance) can improve accuracy and development of better path 

planning algorithms, especially when trying to identify or 

avoid dynamic obstacles in a specific route. As well, utilization 

of improved UWB sensors with at least 3 cm of accuracy and 

RFID tags can be further investigated and deployed in the path 

planning and positioning system. 
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